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“I can see the status of each incubation system as well as
the ventilation equipment, water chiller and much more.
Maestro is easy to use, very informative and a great tool
to help me do my job even better”
Vidal Hernandez - Hatchery Manager

returned immediately to the detailed overview of
setter room two.
This hatchery also has a Chick Master designed and
supplied Energy Management System. A large part
of the system is roof mounted so we climbed up to

the attic to have a look. The impressive central duct
connects the main air intake via ultra violet light
treatment and a heat recovery coil to their three air

“It was the right choice to
go with Chick Master. We
are supporting you and
you are supporting us.
We are a team.”
Rafael Gil

Carlos Abad, Technical Manager admiring the Cobb
Española chicks

handling units. I was intrigued to ask Rafael about
the decision to go with the Chick Master heat
recovery and energy management system in this
seemingly very hot country, Rafael soon put me
straight, “Let me tell you that of all the different
areas of Spain this one is the coldest. It is 600m
above sea level and can get down to 15˚C below
zero in winter. Most people have the image of Spain
that is the Mediterranean in the South where the
climate is always very mild but the center of Spain is
very different.” It is projected that with these

conditions, Cobb Española will save enough to pay
for the heat recovery system in less than two years.
I thanked Rafael and his great team for their time
and hospitality. Rafael shook my hand and, as if to
cement the bond between our two companies,
reiterated, “It was the right choice to go with Chick
Master. We are very happy with your team and the
service we have had so far. We are supporting Chick
Master and you are supporting us. We are a team.”
Certainly Rafael has formed a great team in
Dueñas, I reflected as I made my way back to
Madrid.
Perhaps it is that same Iberian flair and
determination that saw the superb Spanish football
team eventually win the 2012 European
Championships. Oh yes, and if you were wondering,
England lost on penalties on that night back in June
to Italy who, in turn, lost to Spain in the final. In the
case of the new Cobb Española hatchery, we are
pleased that Chick Master was selected and that
Cobb is the winner having this excellent new
production facility.
Vamos España!
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Cobb Española Opens New Hatchery with
Energy Management and Maestro Control
While driving to Palencia to visit the new Cobb
Española hatchery, I was missing the European
Football Championship quarter final England
versus Italy. I was dreaming that England would
meet Spain in the final if all went as hoped. When I
did arrive at the Cobb facility my thoughts shifted to
seeing this new hatchery that had been in the
planning for some time. Cobb Española is a
majority owned company of Cobb-Vantress, Inc.
(CVI) and one of three major projects that Cobb and
Chick Master have combined efforts in the last few
years.
I met Rafael Gil, Cobb Española's General Manager,
at a nearby breeder farm. His family has had a
relationship with Cobb that goes back 42 years.
The hatchery is very impressive from the outside
with a huge Cobb logo beaming out from the
attractive cream and brick red walls rising
imperiously above immaculate landscaped
gardens.
Being a breeder hatchery, bio-security is a high
priority. We showered before entering and met up
again in the canteen where I had the chance to ask
Rafael about his background at Cobb. “My father
worked for Cobb Española from the very beginning

The excellent Cobb Española hatchery team

in 1969 until he retired in 2005. I joined the
company in 1995 as a Financial Director until I took
over from my father as General Manager in 2005.”
Rafael is proud of the fact that Cobb Spain is one of

Alcalá de Henares, just northeast of Madrid. That is
where our first hatchery was located and near to our
GP farms. In 2006 we thought it would be a good
idea to expand our facilities to a different area. We
did need more product but we also thought that
having two GP production centers would be
beneficial. So, we bought the hatchery in Dueñas
and three farms from Hybro who had recently
finished its operations here. Since then we have
invested in this area with more farms and other
projects until we got to the point where we needed
more hatchery space. The board of directors of Cobb
Española considered two main options: option one
was to expand one of the two existing hatcheries

“The Chick Master Avida
is a good machine, easy
to use and manage”

was a little higher they now had a great asset that

Rafael Gil

could be utilized for the greatest benefit to the

and option two was to build a brand new hatchery
and close the other two, …and that was what we
did.” He explained that although the investment

company. “See the building next door”, Rafael
the oldest Cobb distributers in Europe. Today our
main markets are Spain and Portugal and in North
Africa we export to Morocco and Algeria.”
I asked Rafael about the decision to build a brand
new hatchery. “The origins of Cobb Española are at

pointed through the canteen window. “That was
our old hatchery with other machines. It is now
completely closed and everything is now set here.”
This hatchery has double the production capacity
of their two old hatcheries. “We have also

designed this hatchery for 100% future
expansion,” Rafael explained. “The production
rooms are already sized for future expansion and
we can easily double the capacity of the setter
and hatcher rooms when the time comes.”
I asked Rafael if he had visited any hatcheries
prior to making the decision to go with Chick
Master, “I went to the CVI Lafayette PS hatchery
in Tennessee after the 2011 Atlanta Show with
your sales manager Gregory Vanputte. It was
impressive,” Rafael recalled. The fact that CVI
had recently invested in Chick Master for its GP
hatchery, also in Tennessee, was the deciding
factor in Cobb Española's decision to go with
Chick Master. Rafael explained, “We looked at
many options before we decided to go with Chick
Master but in the end we felt they were the right
choice for us.”

places two trays per frame. “It is a good smaller
tray, very manageable on the farm and excellent for
transportation. They also work very well especially
with our automation equipment,” he added.
As we toured this facility I was introduced to Vidal
Hernandez the hatchery manager, who was in his
office carefully studying his Maestro control system
screen. Maestro is Chick Master's new hatchery
management and control system that has now
replaced the familiar Galaxy software. Maestro
brings all the information generated by the

incubators and all other connected equipment in
the hatchery to a single point for analysis that
allows for highly proactive and informed
management. Cobb Española is the first European
Hatchery to use Maestro so I was keen to hear what
he thought of it. Vidal tore his gaze away from the
screen, “I can see the status of each incubation
system as well as the ventilation equipment, water
chiller and much more. It is easy to use, very
informative and a great tool to help me do my job
even better,” he said enthusiastically as his gaze

Their new hatchery boasts 24 Avida A8-82 twozone setters and 8 Zephyr C-272-82 hatchers with
stainless steel interior panels. The machines
incorporate all of the latest Chick Master safety
and energy saving features such as variable
frequency drives, hot water heating for a fast
warm-up to temperature after setting using the
copper coils in the setters, and the Break Glass in
the hatchers providing extra security and time in
the unlikely event of a critical situation.
The first eggs were set just six weeks prior to our
meeting so I asked Rafael how the start up process
had gone. “It went well, like all new hatcheries we
have the typical issues because all of the
machinery is new so we have to continually make
adjustments until we are happy. We are now very
impressed with the quality and results that we are
getting.” I asked how his team had found the
experience of working with the Avida setters. “It
really is an easy machine to use and to manage.
This is one of the good things about your
equipment. They are easy to clean and the
ventilation flow is excellent - the air easily reaches
all of the eggs.” Cobb is using the 82-egg tray that
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